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TIMO RISSANEN

3.4 DESIGNING ENDURANCE
This paper examines the relationship between fabric that is wasted through conventional fashion 
design and manufacture, and the physical and visual ability of a garment to endure. Research 
shows that designing garments without creating fabric waste in the process is feasible (Rissanen, 
2008), and that design strategies exist to incorporate fabric that is normally wasted ‘back’ into 
a garment. The need for garment repair can be delayed, and repair as well as later alteration of 
the garment can be made easier. Strategies that venture beyond merely designing classics also 
exist that can make the garment more visually durable. Considered fashion design can positively 
impact on extending the useful life of a fashion garment. In a broader sense, this paper supports 
a shift from sustainable design to design for sustainability, calling for design that fosters more 
sustainable lifestyles instead of ‘sustainable’ products. 

The current disposability of clothing is problematic. While clothes are seemingly durable goods, 
they are often marketed as fast changing fashions and made of increasingly inexpensive materials 
with quality of construction often neglected. Clothing today is more economically accessible than 
ever before, at least in developed nations (Allwood et al, 2006, pp11–12). Compromises in the 
quality of fabric and construction, and the outsourcing of manufacture to nations of cheap labour 
enable us to buy clothing in quantities not seen before. Despite the relatively low economic costs 
of fabric and clothing, these should be treated as precious and valuable due to the investments 
embodied by the fabrics and garments, investments made during fi bre generation, design and 
manufacture. These investments may include water, material resources, energy and time. Fabric 
is a product with an ecological footprint attached but arguably not always treated as such by the 
fashion industry, and nevertheless relatively small increases in material inputs (fabric) at the fashion 
design stage can result in more physically and visually durable garments. Hypothetically this could 
result in a lesser need for new clothes.

Through a review of texts on garment construction, repair and maintenance, and case studies of 
men’s shirts from the 18th century to today, it becomes clear that various transformative acts by 
the consumer pertaining to garment maintenance can become a fashion design consideration, 
alongside aesthetics, economics and ergonomics. The fashion designer cannot entirely control 
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what happens to a garment in the consumer’s hands. With the pattern maker the designer does, 
however, determine the degree to which the garment may be physically transformed after its 
purchase without adding any new fabric to it. Types of transformation within the garment become 
possible based on decisions and actions by the fashion designer and the pattern maker. These 
decisions can help delay the need for transformation by making the garment more physically and 
visually durable. Transformative practices covered in this paper are repair and alteration, which can 
prolong the useful life of a garment. Laundering by the consumer contributes signifi cantly to the 
ecological footprint of a garment, and it may seem that the fashion designer can in no way control 
this. Based on the review, this paper proposes that some links may exist between the structural 
design of a garment and a reduced need for laundering, a view reinforced by Dombek-Keith and 
Loker elsewhere in this book. Following the case studies, the paper discusses a contemporary 
fashion garment, the design and make of which have been informed by the case studies. The paper 
will conclude with a call for a shift from sustainable design to design for sustainability in fashion 
design: design that fosters longer, less impactful lives for the garments we own. 

TRANSFORMATIVE PRACTICES, FABRIC WASTE AND 
FASHION DESIGN
In the course of a few generations our relationship with clothes has changed somewhat, 
alongside the quantities of clothes we own. For most of our grandparents, mending and 
altering clothes was part and parcel of owning clothing. A lack of skills may be a contributing 
factor, but for our generation it is simply easier and relatively cheap to replace a damaged 
garment (Allwood et al, 2006, p39). Furthermore, why repair something that will be out-of-
date soon anyway?

Before a garment is cut, a marker is made for it; a marker contains all the garment pieces. 
To improve durability through an increase in fabric within a garment, it may be unnecessary 
to use more fabric, and thus increase garment cost, than what the marker already contains. 
Fifteen per cent of the fabric in the marker of an average garment is wasted (Cooklin, 1997, 
p9); this waste is disposed of after cutting. This may not sound substantial until one thinks of 
the entire global fashion industry – 15 per cent of all fabric used by it is wasted. As some of the 
case studies show, much of this ‘waste’ could be incorporated into garments, for example, to 
reinforce parts of a garment that are prone to stress. To avoid using more fabric than usual to 
improve durability, the fashion designer needs to be aware of the garment’s patterns and its 
possible marker compositions throughout the entire design process. To avoid increasing the 
total amount of fabric used, the reinforcement pieces need to come from ‘gaps’ between the 
main garment pieces in the marker.

Where can the wasted fabric be used in a garment? Drawing from texts on garment care as well 
as construction, this potential is now investigated. The Wear and Care of Clothing by Guilfoyle 
Williams (1945) is a guide for the consumer on choosing clothes that fi t and how to care for them 
for maximum use-life. The book has a preventative focus. Repair is barely discussed; instead the 
author focuses on how to delay the need for repair. Although aimed at the consumer and despite 
its age, the book remains a valuable resource for fashion design and pattern-making. Interesting 
is the concern for quality of construction in inexpensive garments, and an entire chapter is 
devoted to identifying durable construction. The relationship between the amount of fabric 
in the ‘turnings’ (hems and seam allowances) and durability is discussed in some detail 
(Williams, 1945, p55). 

Drawing from this, some of the ‘wasted’ fabric may be incorporated into larger allowances, 
which enable alteration, whether to accommodate a change in the wearer or fashion. In mass 
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production, the machinist uses the seam allowance as a visual guide for sewing. Therefore 
seam allowances are almost always a uniform width, rarely exceeding 15mm. Usually the two 
pieces to be joined also have the same seam allowance; the machinist can visually align the 
pieces easily while sewing. On the contrary, clothes created through the more labour-intensive 
haute couture and bespoke tailoring practices often have wider seam allowances, and stitching 
lines are marked using thread or chalk (Shae! er, 2001, pp38–39; Cabrera and Flaherty Meyers, 
1983, pp58–61). In bespoke tailoring, the two seam allowances on the inside leg seam of a 
trouser may be two di! erent widths, the wider back seam enabling future alteration to make the 
trouser thigh bigger (Cabrera and Flaherty Meyers, 1983, p16). The back crotch seam has a wide 
allowance at the waist, tapering to a narrower seam at crotch level, to allow for making the waist 
bigger if required (p229). Marking seam allowance widths with thread or chalk may not be cost-
e! ective in mass production, but making stitching templates from card for the machinist seems 
practical. These are already used when usual marking methods are not possible. For example, 
a drill hole to indicate pocket placement is not appropriate on some fabrics, as the hole will 
fray during laundering. Instead, the machinist may be given a placement template made from 
card for correct pocket positioning. Similar templates could be developed for variable seam 
allowance widths. 

Crown (1977) o! ers a manual for making new clothes out of old. While some featured projects 
involve taking apart a garment to make a new one, some of the projects alter a garment to fi t 
the wearer or a new fashion. For example, to make a pair of pants larger, Crown (p42) suggests 
inserting gussets of fabric at the back waist, and taking this fabric from the hem or inside pocket. 
The wider the hem, the easier this alteration would be. If the pant had a seam allowance like that 
on tailored trousers described above, this insertion might not be necessary. In fact, many of the 
included projects would similarly be made easier with strategically planned wider seam and hem 
allowances. Perhaps ‘future alterability’ should become a consideration for fashion design. One 
obstacle for this may be the perception of seam allowances as waste. Some 5.5 per cent of the 
total fabric in a garment is in the seam and hem allowances, and according to Cooklin (1997, p10) 
the pattern maker is responsible for ensuring ‘that all these allowances are the practical minimum 
possible’. This does not, however, account for the entire use-life of a garment; seam allowances in 
fact can be an asset, an investment in a garment’s future. Allwood et al (2006, pp38–39) suggest 
that ‘fast fashion’ may be more di"  cult to repair for practical, economic and psychological 
reasons, perhaps tempering the view of seam and hem allowances as waste.

Two older manuals on domestic clothing construction discuss repair in detail. Both suggest 
that repair should be invisible. The chapter on mending in the older text reminds the reader 
several times that the end result should be inconspicuous (Woman’s Institute Library of 
Dressmaking, 1923, pp151–157). Forty years later, another text notes: ‘We no longer mend and 
darn the way our grandmothers did; the emphasis on what we mend has changed’ (McCall’s 
Sewing in Colour, 1964, p262); a chapter is dedicated to ‘Repairing, remodelling, remaking’. 
The aim is the same: to make the mend invisible (p265). A visible repair somehow disturbs the 
look of a garment, devalues it. Could visible repair, and reparability, be an inherent aspect of a 
garment’s appearance?

A look into dress history outside the Western tradition, to a Japanese island at the beginning of 
the 20th century, reveals an alternative: garments that constantly change in appearance yet 
remain essentially the same; garments that can remain in use indefi nitely. The fi shermen’s coats 
from Awaji Island (Sadako Takeda and Roberts, 2001) are made of indigo-dyed cotton covered 
with white sashiko quilting stitches (Figure 3.4.1). 

These coats gradually fade with washing and exposure. A spectacular aspect of these coats is 
their ability to ‘absorb’ repair without compromise to their aesthetic appeal. A hole is covered 
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with a quilted patch of fabric; the patch is initially darker but fades over time. While the number 
of patches grows, the overall look of the coat is maintained: the patches become the coat. The 
coats may no longer be worn as the culture in which they originated has dramatically changed 
but they teach a powerful lesson. There is virtually no limit to how long such a garment could 
remain in use, living with its wearer(s). How could one apply this idea to contemporary fashion 
design? How could one design garments whose value is not diminished by alteration or repair? 
Perhaps this is not a problem solely for fashion design: the consumer would need to see beauty 
in the patina of the used, the repaired, for such practice to become widespread. Could the 
fashion designer contribute to creating opportunities for this beauty, in a culture distinguished 
by a desire for newness and novelty?

Fletcher (2008, p187) notes how clothes are presented to consumers as almost sacrosanct, 
resulting in passive fashion that discourages alteration and customization. Perhaps the key for 
fashion design is to embrace disturbance. For example, clothes by British label Junky Styling are 
made from second-hand clothes, and the two designers, Kerry Seager and Annika Sanders, also 
refashion clothes that customers bring in. Given that these clothes are already cut into, doing 
so again in the future is perhaps easier. New York-based fashion designer Tara St James (2010) 

ABOVE | Figure 3.4.1 Fisherman’s coat from Awaji Island from the collection of the Hokudan Town Historical and 
Ethnographic Museum, Japan. Photography: Don Cole at Fowler Museum at UCLA
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discusses a fear of failure in a design context, noting that once the fi rst cut – a disturbance – has 
occurred in the fabric, the fear dissipates: ‘Once the fabric is cut it’s no longer perfect, no longer 
pristine, no longer untouched, and can both mentally and literally be transformed.’ This idea will 
be revisited in the context of creating potential for visual endurance.  

HISTORICAL MEN’S SHIRTS: CUT, MAKE AND ENDURANCE
By treating shirts from a period spanning over two centuries under one heading, it is not 
the intention to belittle the work of dress historians who may be able to date a garment to 
a decade, even a year, based on its details. Rather, the aim is to find common features 
pertinent to the issues at hand. First this section examines how fabric has been used in shirts 
in the past to increase their physical durability, followed by a brief look at men’s shirts today.

A man’s linen shirt from England or America featured by Baumgarten et al (1999, pp105–108) 
dates from 1775–1790. The front and back body is one rectangle with the shoulders on the 
fold. The left side of the shirt has the original selvedge of the fabric as the seam finish. A 
t-shaped slash creates an opening for the neck. Two small fabric gussets are folded into 
triangles and inserted into the shoulder parts of this slash to achieve a sloping shoulder. The 
remaining gusset edges are gathered into the collar. Square gussets are also used under 
the arms to reduce strain. Each shoulder has a reinforcement piece sewn to the inside to 
strengthen the armhole where the sleeve joins the body. The shoulder reinforcements are 
not cut from the same fabric as the main shirt; they are from a coarser and possibly less 
expensive linen fabric. The entire shirt is made of rectangles and squares. It can be cut with 
very little waste, as the straight edges of the pieces can abut against each other for cutting. 
Because only one selvage remains, it is not possible to ascertain the width of the fabric and 
thus the amount of waste, but it is safe to say it would be below today’s average. The authors 
note (p108) that the cutting layout of the pieces rarely changed; if a smaller or larger shirt 
was desired, a di! erent width of fabric was used. Notably this shirt was altered, probably 
between 1810 and 1820: the collar and cu! s were replaced with similar but fi ner linen and the 
cu!  width suggests this date. Furthermore, the original sewing thread was linen but the shirt 
was repaired with cotton thread, only developed in the early 19th century. Based on these 
dates, the shirt was in use for 20–45 years. Even the shorter estimate is arguably a longer 
time than what we would expect of a shirt now, and possibly demonstrates how precious 
textile products were then. 

A reprint by Shep and Cariou (1999, pp24–25) of the English Workwoman’s Guide from 1837 
includes making instructions for a similar shirt. The drawing of the shirt is not complete, and 
the cutting diagram is di"  cult to relate back to the construction instructions. For example, 
the instructions refer to 19 separate pieces while the cutting diagram has 15 (the main body, 
a rectangle, is not included in the diagram). The remarkable feature of the cutting diagram 
is that all the fabric seems to have been used, and the sizes of some smaller gussets seem 
to have been determined by the amount of fabric left over by the larger pieces. This shirt is 
more complex than the 18th century shirt in that a greater number of gussets allow a further 
refi nement of an otherwise rigid geometric garment shape. From the 1840s these ‘square-cut’ 
shirts were gradually replaced by ‘tailored’ shirts, which had curved armholes, sleeve heads 
and neck openings replacing the gussets. Shep and Cariou (pp5–6) attribute this shift partly 
to comfort and durability: the square-cut shirt accurately refl ected neither the body nor the 
garment worn over it, subjecting it to more strain than a tailored shirt. The new tailored shirt 
necessitated the use of a pattern, while the square-cut shirt could be cut based on a cutting 
diagram and a set of measurements. The square-cut shirt did not disappear suddenly; its 
geometric elements can be seen in some shirts from the ‘”Keystone” Shirt System’ of 1895, also 
among the reprints (pp120–123).
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The tailored shirt of the 1840s in many ways resembles a simple man’s shirt of the 21st century. In 
the most basic form, a contemporary shirt is made of two fronts, back, shoulder yoke (cut double), 
sleeves, sleeve plackets and cu! s (double), and a collar and a collar stand, both double. It might 
also have a breast pocket. The armholes, sleeve head and neck are curved and the side seams 
have varying degrees of waist shaping in them. When all the shirt pieces are placed on the marker, 
about 85 per cent of the total fabric becomes the shirt. What is to stop the fashion designer and the 
pattern maker from examining the marker, and investigating the possibility of incorporating some 
of the wasted fabric into the shirt? For example, part of the waste could become a reinforcement 
patch for the elbow area, while another could become a gusset at the side seam hem to reinforce 
a weak point. Such an investigation and redesign could take place with any type of garment. In a 
shirt, the possibilities for lengthening the garment’s life are numerous. While the double yoke gives 
added support to the shoulder and neck area, the underarm could be further strengthened with 
another piece. It could be worthwhile to examine how much more fabric, if any, the shirt would use 
if a second collar, collar stand and a pair of cu! s were made. Crown (1977, p6) points out that these 
tend to be the fi rst part of a shirt to show signs of wear, with the rest of the shirt usually relatively 
pristine; yet they are easily removed and replaced. Until the early 20th century shirts commonly 
had detachable collars, which allowed the separate, more frequent laundering of the collar, as well 
the possibility of varying the style (Roetzel, 1999, p50), providing variation for the wearer.

DESIGNING ENDURANCE
In a sociological account of the history of waste making in the US, Strasser (1999, pp38–52) 
provides an extensive section on clothes repair and second-hand clothes. Whether intentionally 
or not, Strasser delivers a richly detailed catalogue of garment care and transformation. Many 
examples are from 19th century ‘housekeeping’ manuals directed at women; signifi cantly, they 
reveal where garments tend to wear out fi rst. This information is crucial if fashion design is to 
address repair. Pedersen (2007) and Lockren (2010) have researched the repair and alteration 
practices within the wardrobes of individual women, while Palmer (2001) has investigated 
repair and alteration of Parisian haute couture among Canadian consumers in the 1950s. In brief, 
garments that have ‘excess’ fabric in them from the outset are easier to repair or alter – transform – 
later on. Fashion design and pattern-making can enable and facilitate these practices.

It may seem that zero-waste fashion design (fashion creation without fabric waste) has only 
emerged in recent years as part of the latest wave of ‘sustainable fashion’. It is evident in Dorothy 
Burnham’s (1973) research, however, that garments have been designed and made with little 
or no waste for centuries. Whilst Burnham’s research focused on historical garments, even in a 
contemporary design context such an approach to design has been evident for several decades in 
the works of Claire McCardell, Zandra Rhodes and Yeohlee Teng, among others (Rissanen, 2008). 

The Endurance shirt by the author exhibited in Fashioning Now in 2009 and 2010 (Figure 3.4.2) 
is cut without fabric waste when two shirts are cut at the same time; the marker in Figure 3.4.3 
demonstrates this. 

The shirt addresses two areas where fashion designers can have an impact. On one hand, the 
aim is for this garment to create a connection between designer-maker and wearer through 
incorporating craft techniques into a contemporary garment. Many of the designer’s thought 
processes are explicit in the garment, aiming to connect with the wearer. For example, to 
create a blouson at the back, the shirt has an internal waist stay more common in women’s 
haute couture. With the act of buttoning the stay the blouson becomes instantly explicit, 
communicating the stay’s rationale to the wearer. Using the fabric’s selvedges as external 
seam finishes aims to communicate the zero-waste nature of the shirt to the wearer. On 

RIGHT | Figure 3.4.2 Endurance shirt by Timo Rissanen, (2009). Silversalt Photography
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the other hand, the shirt is designed and made to allow later alteration and repair. The hand 
quilting at back waist and in the elbow patches aims to suggest explicit mending. The objective 
of this is that later visible repair or alteration would not compromise the garments aesthetically. 
Furthermore, surplus fabric is designed into the garments to facilitate these activities. An internal 
patch at the back waist in the main fabric could be replaced with another fabric if the patch were 
required elsewhere in the garment. Furthermore, the elbow patches have ‘excess’ fabric folded 
underneath should it be required later.

THE FUTURE OF FASHION DESIGN? 
Design for sustainability, as opposed to sustainable design, refers to design that fosters more 
sustainable behaviours in users. In the case of fashion garments, these behaviours include 
laundering and drying, repair and alteration, and delaying disposal, amongst others. Given 
the large impact often made by laundering and drying, these need further attention. Fashion 
designers should ask: can fashion design foster less intensive laundering and drying practices? 
The paper by Dombek-Keith and Loker in this book strongly suggests so. While much attention 
has been paid to fi bre choice and reclaiming materials, the broader focus needs to shift to 
fashion design that supports more sustainable lifestyles among consumers.

An increase in the materials inputs, or incorporating more fabric into a garment at the design 
and manufacturing stage may result in a longer useful life for the garment: ‘…re-materialisation 
can be a dematerialisation strategy’ (Tonkinwise, 2005, p27). Increased physical and visual 
durability can emerge from an increase in the amount of fabric used per garment, as well as an 
increased investment of time and energy in its construction. Hypothetically, greater durability 
could result in a lesser need for new clothes. With most garments currently produced through 
conventional mass-production methods, a considerable amount of fabric is wasted. This 
wasted fabric may, however, be incorporated back into the garment in various ways. The fashion 
designer and pattern maker may extend the use-life of a garment by using the wasted fabric 
to delay the need for repair but also enable or facilitate transformative practices in the future. 
Fabric waste and the resulting waste management costs can then be avoided. In some instances, 
the garment fabric may be used to give added body or structural support to a garment part, 
replacing a separate interlining fabric, often made of a di! erent fi bre. This could make the 
future disposal or recycling of the garment easier. Furthermore, transformative practices can 
invest a garment with added meaning for the wearer (Gregson and Crewe, 2003, pp163–167). 
For example, altering a garment to make it fi t better may increase the time the consumer will 
retain it and care for it. Fashion design with pattern-making can enable or facilitate these 
transformative practices. Examining the marker can visualize for the fashion designer and 
pattern maker that not only is fabric wasted in an average garment, but that ingenuity and 
creativity o! er potential for designing and making a physically stronger garment without 
increasing the total amount of fabric used per garment. Increasing a garment’s visual durability 
may seem more of a design challenge. Fashion is often presented as fast changing yet most 
of us own garments we have had for a long time and still wear. Nevertheless, if alteration 
is required to update a garment or mending is needed to fi x a damaged garment, how can 
the designer ensure that neither of these transformative practices will devalue a garment? 
How can we design garments that can age (patina), that can change and live with the wearer 
much like the coats from Awaji Island? In her paper in this book Fletcher discusses the Local 
Wisdom project; Edward’s ‘three stage jacket’ is an example of such a garment in a contemporary 
context, having undergone three major transformations in its 40 years (and counting) of wear. 
It is proposed here that garments with an element of disturbance may be more easily visibly 
transformed. Outi Pyy of the DIY fashion blog Outsapop (www.outsapop.com) shreds striped 
Marimekko T-shirts for re-sale (Figure 3.4.4). 

LEFT | Figure 3.4.3 Pattern layout for Endurance shirt, (2009)
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Disturbing a design classic may make it easier for consumers to customize further. For 
‘undisturbed’ clothes, there are ‘cook books’ by Otto von Busch: collections of methods of 
customization to empower consumers to make their clothes really theirs (Fletcher, 2008, 
pp195–197).

This paper has shown that historical dress can inform 21st century fashion design in the context 
of environmental sustainability. More ground could be covered. The ‘Utility Scheme’ that was 
in place in the UK during and after World War II (Sladen, 1995) placed various restrictions on 
clothing manufacture to make the most of scarce resources. The scheme’s aesthetic restrictions 
may not be plausible in a contemporary design context, but the improvements in quality that 
the scheme achieved may hold a lesson for contemporary fashion design. Testament to this 
quality is a man’s suit in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, which the owner wore from 
1945 to 1982 (37 years) (Hart, 1984, pp70–71). To achieve such a long use-life not only requires 
careful design and stringent garment manufacturing standards, but also a high quality fabric. 
The scheme shows that quality does not have to mean economic inaccessibility, something the 
contemporary fashion industry probably needs to investigate further.

Interestingly, some contemporary fashion designers, who show a new collection twice a year, 
do not equate showing seasonal collections with making obsolete the previous season’s clothes. 
Issey Miyake puts it bluntly: ‘To change every six months… is crazy. It’s designer suicide’ (Frankel, 
2001, p48). A statement from the Maison Martin Margiela elaborates: ‘We have always had 
garments that we continue to propose for many seasons in a row (in some instances twelve!). 
It remains more important for us that someone fi nds their way of dressing as opposed to a way 
of dressing as prescribed by anyone else or an over-riding trend’ (Frankel, 2001, p35). Whether 
a link exists between originality in fashion design and a lesser degree of built-in obsolescence 
could be a topic for future research. To help designers extend the useful life of garments by 
design, Tonkinwise (2005, p27) sums up the design brief: ‘Design timely things, things that can 
last longer by being able to change over time. Design things that are not fi nished, things that 
can keep on by keeping on being repaired and altered, things in motion.’ Clothes that are never 
fi nished: a formidable yet an exciting task.

RIGHT | Figure 3.4.4 Shredded Marimekko T-shirt by Outi Pyy, (2010)
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